PERSONALIZE YOUR KIDS ROOM WITH
WHAT THEY LOVE!
CUSTOMIZED WALLPAPERS YOUR KIDS WILL LOVE!
Gift your kids a Friendly Wallz experience and watch them fall in love with the new look of their room!

CHOOSE FROM THEMES LIKE ROCKSTAR, SPACE, SPORTS, NEW BORN, TRANSPORT & MORE.

WHY FRIENDLY?

Personalization Friendly
Now you can personalize your walls to suit your liking and need! You have a variety of options to choose from.

- **Colour customization**
  - Like a design from our catalogue and want to change the colour to match your room? Possible.

- **Choice of photographs**
  - Want to add photographs anywhere in the design? Possible.

- **Favourite characters**
  - Want to add photographs anywhere in the design? Possible.

- **Create your own theme**
  - Have a unique theme in mind? Just share with us. We will create 3 options for you. Imagine and order!

Wall Layout Friendly
Is there a window on a wall that you want to incorporate into the design? Or is there an AC or switchboard that you want to camouflage? The wallpaper layout can take care of everything on your wall.

Eco Friendly
Go green with this chemical/PVC free, 100% environment friendly alternative that has an indoor permanence of 20 years! The high definition details, vivid colors and ultra smooth finish will make your walls look bright and fresh.

- Over 600 kids room designs to choose from
- Personalize your walls, add photographs or create your own theme to suit your child’s personality
- Layout as per your requirement
- Eco friendly, High definition, upto 20 years indoor life
Personalise your walls to suit your child's personality

Layouts as per your requirement

Over 1000 designs to choose from

Eco friendly, high definition, upto 20 years indoor life

From the house of friendlytoyz.com
PLAY MORE. GROW BETTER!
UNLEASH THE MAGIC OF CUSTOMIZATION!

Change colour scheme to match your interiors

Add personal pictures or names of your kids.

Combine, mix and match, create your own!

Move objects in a design as you like

Over 1000 designs to choose from!

friendly wallz
Customized wallpapers

Maitreyi & Khushi
Our Favourite Story

“We created this special Manchester United themed wallpaper for 12 year old Uddhav Bhagat. A student of Heritage School, he is a fan as ardent as one you could get. Every day he would come to our office from school and sit and choose images of his favourite players. And God help us if mid-way a player retired or another decided to change his haircut. He would insist we redo the entire thing all over again! After all the iterations, the final product was one we all loved!”
“Saksham Diwan breathes, eats and sleeps cricket. His parents wanted to make sure that his room captures his fervour for the game. We went all out. We did a special shoot of him playing in the Indian cricket jersey. And we really tried our best to capture his imagination on paper. One end of the room had Virat Kohli batting. And the other end had Saksham bowling. The wardrobes in between were made to look like a packed stadium. His parents added a green turf-like rug on the floor. He was thrilled with the outcome.”
"Daksh and Naisha were given a design that encapsulates their love, sibling fights, their hobbies, mantras, goals, favourite quotes, icons and much more. It tells their story and anyone who enters their room is immediately connected to their world. This is a truly special one!"
Our Favourite Home

“They had one clear mandate – we want our photo collage in our bedroom - no children’s photos please. It was their sacrosanct space and they wanted to cherish that. We did a romantic photo-shoot of them together. The wallpaper design was the right combination of mush and love.”
“We deal in all kinds of spices and were very clear that we wanted our head-office interiors to signify this. Friendlywallz used different spices such as cinnamon, mustard and chilli and developed individual designs. The spices were tastefully highlighted in different parts of the office – from the cabins to the lobby. We highly recommend them.”
Gaurav Sharma, Director, Sunrise Spices
To Make Your Walls Come Alive
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